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Discord syntax codes mobile

Learn how to create a line or code box in a strife chat. You can do this in both the world's most in both mobile and desktop versions. 1 Open disagreements. Click or double-tap the app icon that looks like a white discord logo on a purple background. The disagreement chat window opens immediately if you've already been identified. If you're not already identified, enter your email
address and password, and then click Log in. 2 Select a salon. Click the living room where you want to send your text in the upper-left corner of the page. 3 Click the text field. This is a disagreement at the bottom of the window. 4 Press the button on the low accent. This is the key to being on the key è (on the keyboard type azerty) or key tilde (for the keyboard type qwerty). When
you press it, one serious emphasis is added to the text field (also called a markup). If you want to create a codeu unit, skip this step and the next three steps. 5 Enter the text you want to format. Type the word or phrase that you want to format the code online. 6 Press the button again on the low accent. Now you need to have a serious accent at the beginning and end of the text
that you want to send as code. For example, if you are trying to build I like trains line, you must be typed I like trains in the text field. 7 Press Entry. The message is then created and sent. 8 Creates a code block. If you want to send a code snippet (such as an HTML page) to Discord, you must enter three serious accents before and after the text, then press Entry [1] . For example,
to create a code &lt;! DOCTYPE html&gt; for example, block, you need to type &lt;! DOCTYPE html&gt;'' discord and press Record. If you want to correct a specific language for the code block, type three apostrophes, a language (such as css) in the first row, create a new line, and then add the rest of the code before closing it with three closing apostrophes. 1 Open
disagreements. Click or double-tap the app icon that looks like a white discord logo on a purple background. The disagreement chat window opens immediately if you've already been identified. 2 Select a salon. Click on the living room where you want to send your text. 3 Press the chat field at the bottom of the screen. 4 Tap a serious accent. Depending on your phone, you can do
this in different ways. iPhone: Press 123 in the lower left corner of your keyboard, then rest on the apostroka above the Back button, swipe left Select a serious accent icon and release. Android: Press #1!10 what's in the lower-left corner of the screen, and then press the Serious Accent button. If you want to create a codeu unit, skip this step and the next three steps. 5 Enter the
text you want to format. 6 Type another serious accent. You now have a serious accent before and after the text. For example, if you want to create a phrase Hi!, you must type Hi!in the cat text field. 7 Press the send icon. It is to the right of the text field. 8 Creates a code block. If you want to send a code snippet (such as an HTML page) to Discord, enter three serious accents
before and after the text, and then press the Send icon. DOCTYPE html&gt; for example, block, type &lt;! DOCTYPE html &gt; disagreement. If you want to correct a specific language for the code block, type three apostrophes, a language (such as css) in the first row, create a new line, and then add the rest of the code before closing it with three closing apostrophes. Discord
accepts different languages that can be activated by creating a codeu unit by typing one of the codes below, immediately after three serious accents [2]. Markdown Ruby PHP Perl Python Css Json JavaScript Java Cpp is practical in many ways, such as drawing attention to some text (such as a poem) or sending code while maintaining its original format. If you are not using the
classic keyboard for Android, you may need to search for a serious focus key on different pages or press the apostrophe button long to find it. This set of instructions is intended for people who regularly encode and use the discord app. This will teach you how to send text and then format it in any encoding language you want. Just open the discrete app. Select the channel you
want to send the message to. Select the chat box to open the keyboard and start typing. The method of writing back-tick varies between operating systems and keyboards If you want to format the code block, go to step 8.Warning: Finding the back tick on a certain keyboard may require multiple buttons to choose to get to the correct page. Enter text that will later be converted to
code. After entering text, add a tick at the very end. If you want to set a specific encoding language, type the encoding language name immediately after you type the three ticks back, and then create a new line. The following coding languages work for Discord: markdown, ruby, python, perl, css, json, java, javascript, cpp Just paste (if you copied the text) or enter the text
manually. Thanks for looking at my instructions on how to format the code in the discord app. I believe that many people in computer science are also the gamers, and discord is the perfect app for gamersto to communicate with each other. It only makes sense that the code should also be used for communication between computer science majors. You can see if your text is
formatted correctly when compared to text in pictures. The font will change, and the text will be ensuing a rectangle. 9 comments Discord is one of the biggest VOIP apps at the mercy of our computers over the past decade and it doesn't look like it will be replaced any time soon. The basics alone are fantastic, but have you ever wondered how your friends are chatting with colors
or bold text? Well, simply put, discord uses Markdown on text formatting, which is a system that can help you do what you say standout. In this article, we will show you how the formatting of the text of the disagreement works, and bring the passion into your strife servers, with colors, bold, italics, strikethrough, and underlined text. What is Markdown? Markdown is a lightweight
tagging language first released back in 2004. The original only supports HTML, but Markdown is used in a plain text editor, for example, when creating rich text for writing messages in an online forum. Markdown works in the background, formatting all our text. So now we know who is responsible, let's move on to how. Discrepsient Formatting Text: Styles Let's start with basic
styles in text formatting on the disc first. With some symbols, you can convert plain text to something more prominent. So, regardless of whether you're looking to make your sentence stand out or just highlight a particular word, we'll show you how. There are four different styles that can be used alone or in combination; they are Bold, Bold italic, Italic, Strikethrough, and Underline.
You must add two asterisks (**) to bold discord text on both sides of the text. Enter: **The text you choose ** You just need to add one asterisk(*) or underline(_) to the italic discord text on both sides of the text. Enter: *Text of your choice* or bold _Your text_ italics You just need to add three asterisks (***) to both sides of the text. Enter: ***Your chosen text *** To underline the
text of the disagreement, you just need to add two underscores (__) on both sides of the text. Enter: __Your selected text__ To strike out your discording text, you just need to add two tildes (~~) on both sides of the text. Enter: ~~Text of your choice~~ Now you know the different styles that you can use to your discord text, let's look at some combinations. Here example of how to
bold in discord. Here's an example of how to underline bold Discord text. Here's an example of how to underline italics In discord text. Heres an example of how to strike out Discord text. Discord Text Formatting: Code Blocks Before we move to different syntax and how that changes color with discord text, let's first understand the code blocks. It is technically classified as
advanced strife text formatting, but it is quite simple. Disagreement supports code blocks using the backtick key ('). To create a single row codeust that will simply highlight the text and leave the surrounding space blank, use one lade, as below screenshot shown, to create a single row of codeust blocks. For multi-line code blocks, you just need to add three backticks() before and
after the text. Discord Formatting Text: Writing color When it comes to formatting colored text, we actually use a solution with syntax highlighting. Basically, by typing the name of the syntax language after three of these get away, you can color the text. Disagreements are not built into the text markup feature, .js the Highlight is running a background of disagreement that allows us
to add some colors to our messages. Because we use syntax highlighting, the colors you can use are limited. The steps of each color follow a similar format, in which you need to enter three lads at the beginning (), then return, then enter your text, return again and finally three more backticks (). As color Text In Strife Red To discord text red, we will use Diff syntax highlighting. It
is worth noting that you will need to include a hyphen (-) before the text. As a color text in discord Orange To Discord text orange, we will use CSS syntax that requires brackets on either side [ ]. As the color text of discord yellow to discord text yellow, we will use fix syntax. As color text discord Light Green To discord text light green, we will use Diff syntax as we did in red;
however, instead of a hyphen, we insert a plus sign (+) in front of the text. As color Text In Strife Zion To Discord text cyan, we will use JSON syntax. With this syntax, you will need to use quotation marks() on both sides of the text. As color text Discord Blue To Discord text in blue, we will use Ini syntax. With ini syntax, the brackets [ ] must be placed around the text. As highlight
text with color To highlight text differently from block codes, we will use Tex syntax. With this syntax, you'll need to format text, such as the above steps, and add a dollar sign ($) at the beginning. Bypass Strife Text Formatting Some Strife users can use asterisks and highlights with different messages in their daily chat to find a solution to neutralize different syntax be quite useful.
If this applies to you, then just use a a backseal slash (\) to deny the effects of different syntax languages. Final Word So you have this in our guide to add a little sparkle to your discord server with text formatting. Some syntax languages used have different colors, but they require a little more effort for the same results as before. Above.
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